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CENTER DIFF. LOCK

WASHER LEVEL

A/T OIL TEMP.

CRUISE

MALFUNCTION INDICATOR LAMP

See Charging System<1-3>

See Electronically Controlled Transmission and A/T Indicator System<3-6>

See 4WD System<20-2>

See 4WD System<20-1>

See Front Wiper and Washer System<16-2>

See Cruise Control System<2-3>

See Engine Control System<2-3>

Combination Meter

ECT PWR

HIGH BEAM

TURN LH

TURN RH

ILLUMINATION

CHARGE

See Electronically Controlled Transmission and A/T Indicator System<3-5>

See Headlight System<4-2><5-2>

See Turn Signal and Hazard Warning System<8-3><8-4>

See Illumination System<7-3>

See Electronically Controlled Transmission and A/T Indicator System<3-6><3-7><3-8>

Illumination System

Brake Fluid Level Warning SWG- W

Automatic Air Conditioning

G- W

BRAKE

From VSC ECU<19-7>

See VSC System<19-4>

E10

O

6A

VSC

10 A

See VSC System<19-4>

B 2

BRAKE FLUID LEVEL WARNING SW

W- B

From A/C Amplifier<23-8>

See Illumination System<7-3>
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